FACILITIES AND EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

ANNUAL DRAMA FESTIVAL
This is a very colourful function in which students enact plays of famous playwrights. It makes splendid display of their multidimensional talents. Famous personalities related to this creative genre of self-expression are invited as special guests so that our young and inexperienced performers win appreciation from them.

ANNUAL SPORTS DAY
Annual Sports Day aims at engaging students in a variety of sports events. Outstanding performance in these events are awarded with certificates / trophies and medals in a colourful ceremony. Along with these, the administration also provides opportunities to students to participate in outdoor activities like scouting, trekking, rock climbing, skating and water sports. Arrangements have been made to acquire services of leading organizations to train students in these areas.

ART AND SCIENCE EXHIBITION
Art is a fine expression of inner creativity through diverse mediums. Annual Art and Science Exhibition is held in the senior branches of Customs Public School. In addition, students also take part in art and science exhibitions arranged by different institutions and art councils.

MUSIC
Music being the soul of wit as well as an important component of our culture, our objective is to foster among students an appreciation for music. We have the services of an experienced Music Teacher for this purpose at our Junior branch.

NEWS-LETTER AND SCHOOL MAGAZINE
News-Letter are regularly sent to parents to keep them informed about current activities and forthcoming events. Students of all branches regularly contribute articles on different topics for the publication of school magazine ‘CUSTOMAG’.

MERIT SCHOLARSHIP
In order to encourage student and arouse among them a sense of competition, the administration has recently introduced a system of merit scholarship to the students exhibiting excellence of performance in academics and meeting the pre-determined standard.

SCHOOL SOCIETIES/HOUSES
With the objective of preparing students for different co-curricular activities like debates and quiz programmes, the administration has formed various societies comprising of students who work under the supervision of teachers. Scientific Society, Debating Society, Islamic Society and Dramatic Society are a few examples in this regard. For promoting an atmosphere of health competitions, the administration conducts all these co-curricular / extra-curricular activities on inter-house basis.